## September 15th – Monthly Meeting

### “Air Quality in St. Louis and Beyond”

**Speaker:** Jay R. Turner, D.Sc., Washington University in St. Louis

**Abstract:** This presentation will summarize recent research activities by the Turner Group at Washington University in St. Louis. These projects include: evaluation of a large-scale heating stove replacement program in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia; emission inventory refinements and hot spot modeling of airborne Pb at general aviation airports; and the Roxana Air Quality Study conducted at the fenceline of a large petroleum refinery. Forthcoming work is focusing on the linkages between air pollution and neurological diseases. The presentation will conclude with a brief summary of air quality trends for ozone and fine particulate matter across metropolitan St. Louis.

**Date:** Tuesday September 15th, 2015

**Time:**
- 11:30 am – Registration & Networking
- 12:00 pm – Lunch
- 12:30 pm – Program

**Location:** Engineer’s Club
4359 Lindell Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63108

**Cost:**
- $24 – Non-Members
- $20 – Local Members
- $17 – International Members
- $10 – Students

**RSVP:**
RSVP to Jessica Gaines by noon September 11th, 2015 at (314) 737-6893 or jessica.k.gaines@monsanto.com

**Notice:** If something comes up that will prevent you from attending, please let me know so that I can revise the lunch order. Our policy is to invoice those who RSVP and do not attend the meeting if no prior notice has been received. Thank you for your consideration.

**Sponsor:** www.tlmcos.com

*Sponsorship proceeds fund the Andy Polcyn Memorial Environmental Scholarship Fund*